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Toner- 12A (HPLi) (Per Toner)
Toner- 49A (HPLi) (Per Toner)
Toner- 51A (HPLi) (Per Toner)
Toner- 78A (HPLj) (Per Toner)
Toner- 88A (HPLj) (Per Toner)
Mouse Pad. (Per u nit)

unit)
Pen Drive-H P(15 GB)(Per

Acer)
Computer Mouse (i-Ball, Lenovo'
9 . UPS - one Per unit'
per unit (Lenovo/HP)'
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to 4 00 P'M at the latest and
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be
will
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subiect to fulfilment of other
price offered by the Firms/Deaters/suppliers
without assisninB any reason
to accept or reject any Quotation
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